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1. Introduction. In this note we outline a proof of the following result. 
Details will appear elsewhere. 

THEOREM. Let F -» E ->p B be a fibration with E and B 1-connected. 
H*(E\Z2) and H*(B;Z2) polynomial algebras infinitely many variables. 
Suppose also that Sqn~1(y) = 0 for all ye HnE. Then the Eilenberg-Moore 
spectral sequence with E2 = TorH*(B;Z2)(jFf*(E;Z2), Z2) and Er => H*(F;Z2) 
collapses. 

REMARKS. 1. The above applies very often to homogeneous spaces (take 
G/H ->BH-> BG). 

2. For related results see e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The main difference 
between our results and these earlier ones is that we do not have to impose 
conditions on the spaces, only on their cohomology. 

3. Some evident generalizations (other coefficients, infinitely many 
generators for the polynomial algebras, fiber squares) are currently being 
worked out. 

2. Outline of proof. Consider the category 8§2I of differential graded 
algebras and shm maps, as defined in [7] (we impose some rather obvious 
extra normalization conditions). Write f:A=>B. The category 91 of 
differential graded algebras and multiplicative maps is the full subcategory 
determined by the condition ƒ• = 0 for i > 1. Let I* be the normalized 
cochains on the semisimplicial 1-simplex. Define a homotopy (from ƒ to 
g) to be an shm map H:A=>B®I* such that 

B® I* 

commutes. Here pt:B (g) ƒ* => B are the obvious multiplicative projec
tions. There is then the associated homotopy category ®§9Ih. Given 
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g:A => A\f:B => B\ one defines A ®f:A ® B => A ® B1 by 

fAifli ® *i) ® ' • • ® (*« ® *i)) = flifl2 * ' ' «i ®/i(*i ® fe2 ® * * * ® bt). 

g <g> B1'^ ® B1 => A1 ® B1 is defined similarly and one puts g®f 
= (g ® BX)(A ® ƒ). Then ® is a functor m eac/i variable separately on 
S§2! or SS^JI,,. The restriction of ® to ®§3l x 91 or 91 x S§>91 (or the 
corresponding homotopy categories) is a bifunctor. 

Iîf:A => £ then one may define Tor(/) as in [7, Definition 12 and the 
remark following it]. Iff is multiplicative one has Tor(/) = TorA(Z2, B). 
There is the usual spectral sequence with E2 = Tor(Hf ) and Er => Tor( ƒ ). 
As noted in [7] this Tor is functorial enough to get 

Tor( ƒ ) - TorfeO - Tor(g) 

whenever one has A =>f B =>gC. On the E2 level of the spectral sequences 
the corresponding maps are TorHA(Z2, Hg): TorHA(Z2, HE) -• 
TorHA(Z2, HC) and TorH/(Z2, HC):TorHyl(Z2, HC) -+ TorHB(Z2, H£), re
spectively, so if Hg (or Hf) is an isomorphism then so is Tor(/) -> Tor(gf) 
(or Tor(gO - Tor(g)). 

It follows that when H:f ^ g:4 => B one gets isomorphisms Tor(/) 
<-* Tor(H) - " Tor(g). Therefore, if 

commutes in ®§9Ifc and H(aB), H(OLA) are isomorphisms then one gets a 
string of isomorphisms Tor(if(p)) -+~Tor((xBH(p)) £ Tor(pa^) ->*Tor(p) 
and the corresponding spectral sequence collapses. 

In [7] an she algebra is defined to be a pair (A, O) where Q>:A® A=> A 
has <!>! = «D̂ . It is noted that one has the iterates Q>n:Ain) => A and that 
A(n) again becomes an she algebra in the obvious way. We shall further 
require that an she algebra have 

A(m)= 

<I>m M 
0« 

commutative in S§3lft. Together with multiplicative maps f:A-*B 
making 

yl ® AiS^B ® B 
<I>A <!>» 

^B 
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commutative in ®§2l^ our she algebras form the category she 91. 
An acyclic model argument shows that cochains on simply connected 

semisimplicial sets form a functor into she 91. 
If H*X = Z2[zl9... ,zk] there is a multiplicative map px:H*X 

-+ (C*X)(k) sending zf to 1 <g) • • • ® £f ® • • • ® 1 where £t represents zt. 
The composition of /J* with (Q>c*x)k is then a homology isomorphism 
a*:i/*X => C*X. Thus to prove our theorem we just need to show that 

HIBjQHiE 
(*) h* LE 

C*B£^C*E 
commutes in ®£>9lfc. 

This comes about by looking at the following diagram : 

F(H*E)—Z-+ G(H*E) 

F((C*£)(m))^G((C**£)(m)) 
(**) |(<n* |(<i>m)* 

F(C*E) -*-* G(C*£) 
Î(C*P)* fcc*^ 

F(C*£) —21* G(C*£) 
Here F and G are functors from she 91 to sets given by F(A) = 
n®Ô9ï„(Z2[xJ, A\ G(A) = ®§9ï,(Z2[x l5..., x j , 4) while y is the obvi
ous natural transformation. The desired commutativity of (*) follows easily 
from the following two propositions. Let [, ] = 2>ô9l/,(, ). 

PROPOSITION 1. If Ce she 91 and degz = k then there is a bijection 
c:[Z2[zl C] -> H\C) given by 

can) =7^i 
where â denotes the cohomology class of a. 

PROPOSITION 2. The diagram (**) commutes. 

Proposition 1 is proved by direct computation. Proposition 2 amounts 
to showing that pE:H*E -* (C*£)(m) is in she 91. This quickly boils down 
to proving that Z2[yt] -• C*£ by yt -» rjt is in she 91 and that in turn is an 
easy consequence of 

PROPOSITION 3. If Ce she 91 then there is a bijection 

[z2[zu z2], c] A Hk>c e Hk2c e H^+^^C 
given by 

c([/]) = (/1(z1),/1(z2),y(/)) 
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where y(f) = f2{zx ® z2) + f2(zx ® z2) + 02((1 ® f fa)) ® ( f fa) ® 1)), 
and fcf = degZf. 

This proposition is proved by direct computation. 
Finally it is perhaps worth noting that Sqn~x enters the discussion 

because <J>2((1 ® x) ® (y ® 1)) + 02((x ® 1) ® (1 ® y)) is a perfectly 
good (J !-product in C*£. 
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